Disembark Electra at Linford Wharf. Take a look at the Information board at Linford Wharf about the
Newport Pagnell arm of the canal. Spot the winding hole that lets boats turn around.
Walk along the towpath to bridge 78B. Metal bars were added to protect the brickwork when horses used to
tow barges along the canal —you can see where the rope has rubbed grooves into the metal.
(Option: Cross the canal and turn left to see the historic Brick Kilns … and then cross back and continue on the
towpath side.)
At bridge 79B take a close up look at the bird mosaic.
Continue on the towpath. Look out for the horse on the other side. Take a seat on the Three-Post Bench and
check out the beautiful wildlife sculpted into it.
Cross the canal at the second bridge you come to (79D). Take a look under the bridge at the seven birds and
the poems.
Continue following the canal on this side and look out for the Dragonfly sculpture high up on a post.
At the next bridge you’ll find a frog sitting waiting to say hello.
Cross back over the canal at bridge 80A and follow the path until you can turn right onto the wooden
boardwalk. (It has a small playpark at each end.)
Can you see the spider’s web high up between two trees there at the end of the boardwalk?
(Option: Just before bridge 81A, about 50m off the path to the left is a metal map of the canal and Art Trail
over the foundation stone of the Gyosei school.)
Continue following the canal passing under the H5 Portway. You’ll also pass two old bridges and another
winding hole.
Head past Campbell Park and onto the corten steel bridge, at the new Campbell Wharf Marina where over
100 boats moor.
Cross the bridge and you’ll be back at Campbell Wharf.

